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Vasile Țiple, former General Counsel for UiPath and founder of GoodLegal, joins

KPMG Legal - Toncescu și Asociații

KPMG Legal Toncescu și Asociații announces that Vasile Țiple has joined the firm in a collaboration

designed to help local and CEE clients to understand technology and its challenges, and to use it under

optimal conditions. He will also assist clients with the required transformation to implement technology

(whether simple robots or genAI). 

Vasile has had a distinguished legal career supporting leading tech companies. He was General Counsel and

architect of UiPath’s Legal team and Legal Automation Program, where he used UiPath software robots to carry

out critical legal and compliance processes. Following his successful stint at UiPath, Vasile founded Goodlegal, a

startup dedicated to providing ready-made legal infrastructure which aimed to democratize access to essential legal

tech tools. The innovative vision behind Goodlegal showcased Vasile’s forward-thinking approach and

commitment to legal tech solutions.

In his new role at KPMG Legal - Toncescu și Asociații, Vasile is poised to leverage his extensive experience to

drive the development and implementation of the firm's technology and transformation strategy.

Laura Toncescu, Partner KPMG, Head of KPMG Legal – Toncescu și Asociații, says: "We are thrilled to

welcome Vasile Tiple to KPMG Legal - Toncescu și Asociații. His collaboration is a natural step considering that

technology was and will continue to be a key element for us locally and for the global network. His experience in

leading legal operations at some of the world’s most dynamic technology companies uniquely positions him to

drive the technology and transformation strategy forward for us and for our clients.

Vasile's remarkable work in automating legal and compliance processes and his visionary approach to legal tech

solutions align perfectly with our firm's commitment to leveraging technology to deliver exceptional legal

services. We are confident that his insights and leadership, together with our solutions and capabilities in all areas

of the law, will not only enhance our capabilities but also set new benchmarks in the industry for legal innovation

and efficiency.

This collaboration marks an exciting new chapter for KPMG Legal – Toncescu și Asociații. We look forward to

the positive impact Vasile will undoubtedly have on our clients and our firm as a whole."

Vasile Țiple says: “I am excited to join such a fantastic team at a crucial moment for the legal industry. The

current AI revolution represents a great opportunity to reimagine the provision of legal services, from individual

tasks to enterprise-level AI automation. Our main goal will be to establish the right framework for safe and

impactful AI implementation, allowing us and our clients to derive maximum value from the entire technological
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landscape.”
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